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ABSTRACT
Fuzzy logic is a relatively new paradigm which may
radically impact computer security. It can be used in
formal methods, in trusted systemanalysis and design,
in measuring the security of systems, and in
representing the imprecise human world of policies and
inference. The implications are challenging and
complicated. This paper reviews basic fuzzy logic
concepts, illustrates their use with examples f.+om
computer security, and incorporatesfuzzylogic into the
Multipolicy Machine architecture. It is easier to use
tools designed to deal with fuzziness than search in
vain for the illusive perfectly secure system.

I

The F’uzzy Logic Paradigm3
YJnquestionably, computers have prwed to be highly
&kctive in dealing with mechanistic systems, that is
inanimate systems whose behavior is gwemed by the
laws of physics, chemistry and electromagnetism.
Unfortunately, the samecannot be said about humanistic
systems, ]i.e.] systems whose behavior is strongly
influenced by human judgement, perception or
emotions.“4.
“In order to make s&ific.ant assertions about the
behavior of humanistic systems,it may be necessarytc
abandon the high standards of rigor and precision thal
we have become accustomed to expect...and become
more tolerant of approacheswhich are approximate in
nattm?...“The crux of the problem, really, is the
excessively wide gap between the precision of classical
logic and the imprecision of the real worki.“6

The Multipolicy Paradigm’

Pohcy-making is a human enterprise, integrating many
complementary, contradictory, fuzzy, and changing
human values. Every person, as well as every computer
system, participates in multiple policy domains.
Automated policy systemsshould model human systems,
allow different authorities to change the policies under
their jurisdiction and allow ad hut resolution of policy
.
conflicts when two independentpolicies clash.

L. A. Zadeh 1975, 1984
Fuzzy logic offers the rigor of formal methods withcnr
requiring undue precision, It also offers alternative
methods to handle policy preferences and conflicts
Fuzzy logic “has matured into a wide-ranging coktior
of concepts, models, and techniques for dealing witi
complex phenomena which do nd lend themselves tc
analysis by classical methodsbasedon probability theoq
and bivalent 10gic.“~

Multiple policies occur when there are multiple security
goals (such as privacy, confidentiality and integrity),
diverse constituents with individual goals and plans
(e.g., the members of the European Community),
separately evaluated pieces (e.g. OS and DBMS), or a
need to adapt to changing situations. A priori
integration of these policies is often impossible,2
necessitatinga new approach.

H. J. Zimmerman 198;

H. H. Hosmer 1990 1991
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INTRODUCTION

FUZZY LOGIC PRIMER

Fuzzy logic is a well-developed set of concepts,
tec~andtheoremsdesignedtohandlevagueness
and imprecision. It is effective on continuous data,
such as temperatnre,on human reasoning, which is
usually imprecise,and on very complexsystems,where
the algorithms are not explicitly known. This paper
proposesthat fiuzy logic in the broad sensecan be
usefblincomputersecu&ytoaddresstheproblems
inherent in complex, multipolicy, human-interacting
systems.

Ftmy logic extends traditional logic, enabling it to
handle approximations and linguistic (i.e., nonnumeric)variables. It is a supemetof current logic, so
all current forms of logic, such as predicatecalculus,
can be incorporated. Usually, only the objects of
manipulation are fb2zy, not the logic that deals with
them. The examplebelow adaptedfrom I2 illustmtes
that doing deductivelogic with appmximatmnscan be
clear, evenelegant.

Fuzzy logic has been well-worked out by its founder,
L&i Zadeh,and many others, including the Japanese.
Zadehfonnallydevelopedtheissnesandestablishedthe
theoretial framewti in a prodigious amount of work
from the nineteen-sixtiesto the present. Eighteen of
his key papersappear in a 1987 compilation.* Other
researchershavepublishedabout 15,000worksgin the
fuzzy logic area exploring both the quantitative and
qualitativeaspectsofvagueness.

Definitiom

- means%pproximately”
CV3 standsfor Covert channelBandwidth
?b?dW?S:
WE-1 is small
CVB-1 and CVB-2 are-equal
Appraximatecondmsian:

Although Dr. Bhavani Thuraisingham of MITRE
recommendedthe use of frizzy logic for solving
problemsin databasein&rence,**and I recommended
its use for modelling non-traditional policies and
interfacingmoreeasilywith users,11
Wzy logic has not
yet made subinroads into computer security.
The namemay suggestmuddledthinking, and there is
little awarenessof the manypossibleapplications.

CYB-2 is moreor lesssmall

Figure 1. FuzzyDeductiveLogic
“A fuzzy set,” wrote Xadeh, “is a class with unsharp
boundaCes,that is a classin which the transition from
membershipto non-membershipis gradual rather than
abrupt.*‘3

There may be a more fundamental reason for the
informationsocurie (INFOSEC)community’sfailure to
embrace&zy logic. As Ruth Nelson notes, in the
current computersecurity paradim the ultimate goal
is provableabsolutesecurity. This requireslogical and
mahmatical precision. unfortunately, precision and
complexityare inverselyrelated As long as precision
is requited trustedsystemscammtbe very complex. In
thefuzzylogicparadigm,truthmaybefbzzy,asit
usually is in the real world This will allow systemsof
much greater complexity. However, a major shift in
thinkingismquiredtoamcedethatmuchofsecurityis
(and always will be) fitzzy and that computersecurity
can benefit from logic designedto handle vagueness
and imprecision

FoodsAmericansEat {Cheeseburger,Apple Pie, Sushi,
Junk $wd...) is an exampleof a fuzzy set. Although
someAmericanseatsushi,itwouldneverappearona
list of great American dishesand shouldbe countedas
onlyapartialmemberoftheset. Similarly,thesetof
available intrusion d&e&on devicesis fitzzy because
deviceswith related functions, such as monitoring or
identificationwould be included.
Membersparticipate in a fuzzy set to some degreeI
Conventionally,a number betw&n 0 and 1 is used to
show this degree, with 1 being high. The numbers
representingthe degreeof membershipare sometimes
selected subjectively. For example, foods might
pmicipate in the Foods Americans Eat set to the
following degrees:

The paper starts with a fuzzy logic primer, applying
fiuzy logic to computer security, then applies luzzy
logic to the Multipolicy Paradigm.
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Item Name

crispnessmakes it dilkuit to model any in&etween
conditions,such as having the privilege under certain
CltcumStanCeS
or being in the prucess of losing a
privilege. Fu&y privilegesmight be us&l.

Degree ofPa&ipath

Cheeseburger
Junkfood
sushi
hdetalbar

.9
.4
.I
0

Anyone who has worked on an INFOSEC standards
committeerealizesthat,uponexaminationmostofthe
keyINFOSECcomxptsarel&zy.
Whentheactual
membersof any set, such as subjectsor objects, are
studied, their diversity and complexity become
apparent.

Figure 2. Participationin Fuzzy Sets

INFOSECcandidatesfor tizzy setsinclude:

Acrlspsetisasetinwhichmcmbersclearlybelongor
donotbelongtotheset. Crispsetsarejustfuzzysets
where the range of possible membershipdegrees is
limited to zeroand one.

subjects
z
Risk
Graverisk
Trustedcomputingbase
Seeurityvidations
Encryptiontechniques
Policy objectives
Formal securitypolicy models
Informal policy models
Evaluationprocedmes
Networks
systems

in computer scculity, the trusted computing base(TCB)

is a crisp set. Codeeither is or is not in the TCB. The
TCSEC ma&tes a clearly defined boundary between
tNstedanduntrustedcode.
If the TCB were a f&zy set, it would be possibleto
distil.lguish between critical and less critical
componentsof the TCB by classi@@ their degmeof
membershipin the TCB. Figure 3 ill~tes
that
kernel TCB processeswould have high degrees of
participation in the TCB set, while trusted user
applicationswith limited security functionality would
have medium to low degmes of participation.
Untrusted cxxle would have zero degrees of
participation. The effectsof this changein perspective
are unclear,but it might simplitj both implementation
and evaluationof multilayeredTCBs.
Code Type

Prutotypes are a use&l notion for simplifying the
complexityof the real world. Each of the INFOSEC
conceptslisted aboveis, in fact, a fuzzy logic prototype.
EleanorRosch15developedthe prototypeconceptin her
researchexploring intuitive notions of the fuzzinessof
classes. She did a number of experiments asking
studentsto rate how much somethingparticipatedin its
class. For example,sheaskedstudentsto rate a number
of birds, including robins,ostriches,and penguins,as to
their degreeof “birdness”. The studentseasily gave
eachbird a rating which reflectedits perceiveddegree
of participationin the bird class. Becausethe robin was
consistentlyperceivedto be more like a bird than the
others, Rosch called it a “prototype”. Penguins,
perhapsbecausethey don’t fly, wereperceivedto be less
birdlike than the others. Roschillustrated that classes
are intuitively fiizzy onceone looks at the real members
of the class,but that via pmmtypespeoplestill maintain
a simple and us&l conceptof the characteristicsof a
class.

Degree of Participation
in Tnwtd Computing Base

UntrustedApplications
TrustedApplications
TrustedSystemSoftware
I&A
TrustedpaWwindow
Audit
other
Referencemonitor

0
SO
220
.88
.85
20
.999

Figure 3. Fuzzy SetParticipation

From the fuzzy logic perspective, our lNFOSEC
concepts of subject,object, domain TCB, assumnce,
etc.are prototypesenablingus to maintain a simpleand

In computersecurity privilege currently is a crisp set.
A subject either has a privilege or does not. This
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useful conceptin spite of the diversity and complexity
of the membersof thesefuzzy sets. Classesof policies,
like ‘ViscTetionary” and “non-discretionary”, or
“integrity”, “assuredservice” and “amfidentiality” are
alsoprototypes.We believewe understandwhat we are
talking about until confronted with a variety of real
examples. Then the underlying fuzziness becomes
apparent.
To illustrate, contrastthe current conceptof subjectsas
representedin the TCSEC (Figure 4a) with the fuzzy
conceptof subjects(Figure 4b).
Topic: Subjects
TCSEC definition: Precess’domainpair
Commondefiion: Active systementity, i.e.,
persons,processes,and deviceswhich
changethesystemstate
Candidate Subjects: System!3ecurityOflicxx,
consoleoperator,workstationuser,
corporatepresident,US Congressional
Representative.
%mnally, the corporatepresidentand the memberc
Zongresswould be classified as “Not subjects” sine
they rarely physically touch a system. However, the
afkn play a signiGci3ntrole in approving secutit
poIicieswhich are implementedin the system. Policy
makersimpact the systemstatewheneverthey chang
thepolicy. Shouldthey be classitiedas subjectsor I#H
a-lbjects?
Figure 4a. TCSEC Subject
Fuzzy logic allows infinite gradationsof subjects. This
might be useful in accesscontrol as well as system
tailoring. SeeFigure 4b.
ModcJlfngReality
The abstractionsof formal logic often seem “unreal~
because they don’t capture the complexity and
anttinuous nature of the “real” world. Fuzzy logic
provides a way to formally model imprecision and
vagueness,making it possible to incorporate much
moreof the “real” world into our securitymodels.

ropic: Fuzzy Subjects
Midtion: The setof all entitieswhich act to some
Legreeto changethe systemstate.
Roie

Degreeof Participation

sso
consoleoperator
workstationuser
corporatepresident
Congressrepresentative

.99

.90
.8
.4

-01

JcrithfL2zy logic there can be separaterankingsfor
objectswhich a&ct the systemstateand thosewho
$kct the me&systemstate,i.e., policy. The enterprise
an selectwhich policy maker(e.g.,corporate
xesiden~Congressrepresentative)hasmore impaetin
whichdomainand which privilege-holders(e.g., SSO,
xmole operator)impactthe systemmorethan others
Figure 4b. Fuzzy Subjects
Wherever a continuum is found, fuzzy classes are
likely to be appropriate. “Risk” and “grave risk to
national security” are fuzzy points on a fuzzy risk
continuum underlying our DOD classiflcations.16
Other
Degmesof secrecyand of integrity are, too
INFOSECcontinuainclude:
Availability
Assurance
Covertchatmelbandwidths
Efficiency
Emanations
Violation levels
information flow variablesecuritylevels.
Items on a contimmm are measured, not counted.
Hence,NSA has scalesfor measuringthe strength or
speed of encryption algorithms17, and the NCSC’s
TrustedComputerSystemEvahmtionCriteria (TCSEC)
prov&sascaleformeasuringtheseeurityofsystems
and the width of covertchannels.
In traditional logic, breakpoints divide any continuum
into discrete points. For example, everything above
78F degreesmight be “hot” while everythingbelow 78F
degrees is “not hot”. The NCSC provides such
breakpoints for covert channels, defining what

bandwidths are tolerable, which must be monitored,
and which must be closed. The familiar TCSEC
ratings (Al, B3, B2, Bl, C2, Cl) describe discrete
breakpoints.

FuzzyGoal:
FuzzyGoal:

Breakpoints exaggerate differences, distorting the
continuousnature of underlying phenomena. For that
reason, the I’TSEC and Federal Criteria (FC) efforts
proposeto open up the TCSEC chaster-s
so that trusted
systemscanusemanymorepointsontheassuanceand
functionalitycontinua Securityprofiles permit usersto
define their own combinationswith great flexibility.
Similarly, fuzzy logic preserves the underlying
continuum, and allows application of namesto fuzzy
points and regions of the continuum, Figure 7
illustratesa fuzzy approachto the problem of defining
acceptablecovertchannelbandwidths.

A fuzzy constraint is also an objectivewhich canbe
characterizedasa fuzzy set in an appropriate~pace.~l
For example,“I want to live within 20 miles of myjob”.
“The houseshouldcostin the vicinity of 200,000
d&US”.

FuzzyConstraint: Commute--K= 20 miles
Fuzzy Constraint:

CVB

Fu7q

$200,000

Constraints

A decision is basically a choice or a set of choices
drawn from the available alternatives. A f=~
decision is the fuzzy set of alternativesresulting from
the confluenceof the goals and constraints.22 For
example,the set of jobs which offer more challenging
work a salary over approximately $60,000, a short
commute, and homes in the $200,000 more or less
range. This could be the intersectionof the fuzzy goal
and constraintsets,and a maximizingfunction could be
used. (Otherfunctionsmight be usedfor other kinds of
problems).

.OOl
.Ol

.9

Participationin SMALL CVB set

10bits per second
100,000bits per second
100,000,000bits per second

Cost-

Figure 7.

Participationin LARGE CVB set

10bits per second
100,000bits per second
100,000,000bits per second

I

Figure6. FuzzyGoals

Covert Channel Bandwidths (CVB)
CVB

salaly->= 6oooo
More challengingwork

.99

.05
.OOOl

If someof the goalsor constraintsare more important
than others, the decision might be expressedas a
convexcombination of the goals and the constraints,
with the weighting coefficientsreflecting the relative
importanceof the constituentterms.

Figure 5. CovertChannelBandwidthsare Fuzzy
A continuum is not required for fuzzy classesto be
useful. Fuzzyclassesalso (and very frequently)appear
when the underlyingsetis finite or discrete.‘*

Somefuzzy INFOSECgoalsmight in&de:

The Multipolicy Paradigm permits ad hoc conflict
resolutieu of conflicting policies. In both fitz+ and
traditional logic, conflict resolution involves goals,
constraints,decisions, and consequences.These are
rarely known precisely in the real world, . “I would
like to earn more than about $60,000 per year” is a
typical goal. It is also a fuzzy goal, defined by
Zimmermanas an objectivewhich can be characterized
as a fuzzy set in an appropriate space?. Some
examplesof fuzzy goalsfollow.

Multilevel security
High assurance
Inferencecontrol
FuzzyINFOSECconstraintsmight include:
Verified&ware
Accesscontrol rules
Laws and regulations
Some fbzy
logic papers are relewnt
to work on
conflicting security policies. Janus Kacprzyk and
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take on vague verbal values, snch as high, few,fas, or

hdnej Straszak’s paper, “Application of Fuzzy
Decision-Making Models for Determining Optimal
Policiesin ‘Stable’IntegratedRegionalDevelopment*,”
provides exampks of policy statementrepresentation
with fhzzy goals,fWzy constraints,and fuzzy decisionmaking models. Zimmerman‘s wofkzd in decisionmaking using frizzy logic is very useful, especiallythe
many approachesto multi-critezia decision-makingin
illaed
situations. other good articles on
decision-makingwith fuzzy logic, in&de C&a&s “On
Risk and Decision-Makingin a Fuzzy Environment’.25
and Asai, Tanaka,and Okuda’s“Decision-Makingand
Its Goal in a Fuzzy Environment”.26 Constantin
Negoita expbred expert fuzzy systems,appropriatefor
policy rules in 27. Severalauthors, including KandeP
and ?Cacpryzk,apply fuzzy set theory to policy analysis
and informationsystems.

slow.
For example,in Figure 5 the elementsof a patient’s
data record are classified using linguistic variables.
Privacyclassiticationsbecomeintuitive when “human”
languageis used.

PatientName
PatientAddress
InsuranceCompany
Diagnosis
Medical Record

To manipulatefuzzy sets, f&zy operatom and rules
are needed. Fuzzy logic extendstraditional bimodal
logic in manydimensions.For example:

Clussif~
low
medium
low
high
figh

Figure 8. Linguistic Variables
Linguistic variables, for processing, are mapped to
numbersbetween 0 and 1. “Medium” might be the
rangefrom .5 to -6, for example.

Traditional logical operators AND, inclusive
OR, exclusive OR and NOT produce results
which are either TRUE or FALSE. However,
tkzy logic allows a conGmmm of logical
rewIts, such as completely true, true, very
true, almost true, more

Fnzqv privacy

F&Name

Hedges, also called mod&x& are terms that modify
other fizzy sets.They inch&e terms like more or less,
very, somewhat, several, almost possible, which alter a
set’s range. Very, fir example, c0ncentraies and
narrow a set down or, in a graph, shifts it toward the
end. Hedgescan break down a continuum into w
chunks, like very coid, moderately cold, slightly cold.
Hedgesmatch human reasoningand &minology. For
example, fuzzy logic has been successfuiin many
control applications becauseit allows intuitive and
gradualexpressionsof the rules for change.

or less true, untrue, and

false.”

Fuzzy logic also permits a continuum of
logical operators.
For example,there is an
infinite munber of possibleoperatorsbetween
ANDandOR
Fuzzy logic extends the meaning of such
logical operations as negatioq disjunction,
conjunction, and implication to handle
linguistic values,like almost Owe.

cruise contld

Fuzzy logic permits standardarithmetic operationsand
manyother kinds of mathematicson fuzzy objects,with
extensionsto handlethe imprecision. For example:

IF the car is travelingvery fast,
THEN slow it greatly.
IF the car is traveling a little fast,
THEN slow it slightly.

The basic operatorshave been fuzzitied. For
example,--<= representsthe fbzzified version
of <=, and is interpretedas “essentiallysmaller
than or equal”.M

IF the car is traveling a little slowly,
THEN increasegasslightly.

vnriables31 are extremelyuseful in bridging
the gap between human discourse and the formal
representationor model. While variablestraditionally
take on numeric or logical vale, linguistic variables

Figure 9. Hedges

Liiistic

Similar hedgescould be used for intrusion detection,
database inference, and monitoring covert channel
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activity. In another example,taken from our previous
work,%hedgesreflectthe imprecisionof ordinary life.

A Trne Story
A travelagentwas unableto get a rental car for a flight
arriving in CohimbusOhio at 658 a.m. She booked
the client on another flight arriving at 7:OSa.m., and
had no trouble getting a car. She then cancelledthe
secondplane reservationand kept the car reservation.

Hospital Policy
Celebritypatientdatais to be accasedonly by medical
personnelwith high need-to-know.

The rental car agenciesin Columbusall openedat 790
am.andthe reservationscomputerwas programmedto
refbse ears for flights arriving before 7 am. The
computerdidn~carethatarlivaltimesareusual1yfimzy
andpassengersneedsometimetogetfromthegatesto
the oflice. Fuzzy rather than crisp constraintswere
neededin the reservationssystem.

Normully,patientscannotseetheir own medical
rewrds.
During the atry, patientdata is mirrored in real-timeto

a secondoff-sitedatabase.

Jim Smithvia SergeiOvchirmikov,1993

Figure 10. INFOSECHedges
Examples of infosec hedges include very high fault
tolerance,very strong passwordmechan.isms,
and more
complex d&rib&d systemsea&y. Linguistic hedges
make it easierto expresshuman policies in computer
terms. This idea is developedmote fully in our paper
“Using Fuzzy Logic to RepresentSecurity Policies in
the Multipolicy Paradigm”,cited earlier.

Figure 11. FuzzyArrival Times
In fuzzy decision-making, goals, constraints, and
decisionseari all be fuzzy. The Multipolicy Machine
resolvesdispntesby allowing each policy to assertits
rank and %ote” its prefereric@(The vote may be either
a “yes”, “no”, “don’t care” or a value representinga
point on a continuum) to a con&t-resolution
metapolicy. Fred Daum of Raytheon suggestedthat
policies, when voting, also provide a fuzzy number
representinghow strongly they “feel” about the vote.
lllustmted in Figure 12, this “1obbyisVstrategyf&vors
policieswhich “care” moreheavilyabontan outcome.

We mm now to look at the possibleusesof thesefirzzy
logic techniquesin the Multipolicy Paradigm.
APPLYING FUZZY LOGIC TO TEE
MULTIPOLICY PARADiGM
Fuzzy logic techniqueswhich can be applied to the
Multipoliey Paradigmin&de: fuzzy constmims,fuzzy
de&on-making, realistic policy modelling hedges,
linguistic variables,degreesof assurance,fuzzy covert
channelbandwidths,and gradedTCl3 modules.

Marvin Schaefer and others maintain that systems
evaluatedwith their formal models and verification
techniquesat the TCSEC Al level provide only an
illusion of assurance. Since any elementof a formal
model can be a tizzy sot, including subjects,objects,
and covertchannels,ftrrzy formal modelsmay offer the
promiseof more realism. To test this thesis,Professot
Sergei Ovchirmikov of San Francisco is building a
fuzzy versionofthe Dell and LaPadulamodel.

Constraints are often used in computer security for
assuringthe integrity of data. For example,there are
datatype constraints data value constraints,data range
constmints, referential integrity constraints. Fuzzy
constraintspermit a more real-world mode1of sexxuityrelatedphenomena. Seethe story in Figure 11 which
criesout for fuzzy comrtmints.

Finally, covert channel bandwidths, degrees of
assurance,measuresof trust, and many other continua
arefuzzy and could be incorporatedinto the multipolicy
paradigm. Assumnce for each security policy, for
example,might be a setof f&y numbersreflectingthe
thoroughness (e.g. itifmodel, formal model,
prototype) with which the merits of the policy (e.g.,
consistency, completeness, meeting user needs,
architectnre,etc.) havebeeninvestigated.

Fuzzy rules expand the range of rule-basedsystems,
such as MlTlU5’s General Framework for Access
Ccmtroi. Fuzzinesspermits impreciseprinciples to be
embodiedas easily as well-de&xl ones. Hedgesand
linguistic variabIescan also be used to expresshuman
policiesand to smooththe interlhcewith users.
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Figure 12. Multipolicy

SUBJECT

Request
)

Conflict Resolution9

POLICY
ENFORCER

Operate
-b

On 313

A
Vote (Y/N)

Request

POLICY
DECIDER

POLICY1

POLICY2

YETAPOLICY
Precedence Rules/Data

Vote 2: Rank 2: Care.2
Vote 1: Rank 1: Cafe1

Multipolicy Conflict Resolution in Figure 12
1) The ‘Subject’wantsto operateon the Object’,but the requestmustbe mediatedby the ‘PolicyEnforcer’.
2) The Policy Enforcer passesthe requestto the ‘Policy Decidei along with the subjectand object ‘Policy Don&u
Codes’. The Deciderconsistsof multiple ‘Policies’operatingin parallel, one for eachpolicy implementedby the system.
3) Basedupon policy domaincodes*the requestis routedto the properPolicies.
4) Usins rulesand decisiondata to evahmtethe request,eachPolicy sendsits policy precedence‘Ranking’,a Vote (e.g.,

Ye’, ‘NO’,‘Don’t Care’,‘UMded’ or a fuzzy logic numberon a continuum),and a fkzy logic numberindicating how
much it Tares” to the Me&policy.
5) The votes of all the individual policies (Vote 1, Vote 2) in this example)are combinedby the Metapolicy and
weighedaccordingto its rules aswell asthe precedenceranking ofeach policy (Rank 1 and Rank 2 in this example)aud
how strvnglyeachpolicy “cares”(Carel, Care2)abontits vote.
6) The resulting ‘Yes’ or No’ vote is sent back to the Policy Enforcer which then permits or denies the requested
operation.
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